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Abstract

Summary: Gene expression changes over the lifespan and varies among different tissues or cell

types. Gene co-expression also changes by sex, age, different tissues or cell types. However,

gene expression under the normal state and gene co-expression in the human brain has not been

fully defined and quantified. Here we present a database named Brain EXPression Database

(BrainEXP) which provides spatiotemporal expression of individual genes and co-expression in

normal human brains. BrainEXP consists of 4567 samples from 2863 healthy individuals gathered

from existing public databases and our own data, in either microarray or RNA-Seq library types.

We mainly provide two analysis results based on the large dataset: (i) basic gene expression

across specific brain regions, age ranges and sexes; (ii) co-expression analysis from different

platforms.

Availability and implementation: http://www.brainexp.org/

Contact: liuch@upstate.edu or chenchao@sklmg.edu.cn

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Comprehensive knowledge about the pattern of gene expression in

normal human brain (‘normal’ means no neuropsychiatric disorders)

is fundamental to understand the molecular function and physiology

of human brain. Spatiotemporal analyses of human brain have iden-

tified many genes differentially expressed among brain regions

(Johnson et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2014), age

stages (Johnson et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2014)

and sexes (Kang, et al., 2011). Quantification of the spatiotemporal

expression in human brain is essential for understanding the neuro-

development, gender differences and neuropsychiatric disorders.

Gene co-expression, which may reflect regulatory relationships

among genes, was also implicated in neurodevelopment (Bakken

et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2014) and the eti-

ology of multiple brain disorders (Bakken et al., 2016; Tebbenkamp

et al., 2014). Weighted gene co-expression network analysis

(WGCNA) (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008) is a popular method to

construct the gene co-expression network for identifying sets of
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genes with correlated patterns among samples. Genes with high

topological overlap matrix named modules can be defined by this

method through the dynamic tree cut algorithm. Modules of coordi-

nated expression of genes and co-regulation relationships can be

identified.

Here, we developed a novel database called Brain EXPression

(BrainEXP), which provides the normal brain expression levels and

co-expression analysis results for reference. Compared with other

databases of the same type (Colantuoni et al., 2011; Higgs et al.,

2006; Miller et al., 2014), BrainEXP provides a more in-depth ana-

lysis based on the largest sample-sizes. Combined data from several

published databases and our own data were strictly analyzed by con-

sistent workflow. Thus, large sample-sizes and abundant brain

regions or age stages are included in BrainEXP. BrainEXP is the first

database that supplies gene co-expression information based on

WGCNA in the human brain data.

2 Materials and methods

Currently, BrainEXP contains 4567 normal human brain samples of

2863 normal individuals from both our own data and existing pub-

lic databases, including the Gene Expression Omnibus database

(Barrett et al., 2013), ArrayExpress (Kolesnikov et al., 2015),

Genotype-Tissue Expression project (Consortium, 2013), Brain

Cloud (Colantuoni et al., 2011), Brainspan (Miller et al., 2014),

Stanley Medical Research Institute online genomics database

(SMRIDB) (Higgs et al., 2006) and BrainGVEx (Psych et al., 2015).

Datasets with fewer than 15 samples were not included. The sam-

ples’ ages range from embryonic stages to late adulthood, involving

56 brain regions. The raw expression data were measured by eight

platforms, two RNA-Seq and six microarray platforms. Data from

different platforms were analyzed separately with stringent quality

control and a consistent pre-processing pipeline (see Supplementary

Material). ComBat was used to correct the batch effect within and

among datasets (Johnson et al., 2007; Leek et al., 2012).

The database was designed using relational tables and was

implemented by Microsoft’s SQL Server Management Studio. Its

website was built using C# on Windows Server.

3 Results

BrainEXP consists of two major parts: spatiotemporal expression

variations and WGCNA co-expression networks described as fol-

lows (also see Fig. 1):

3.1 Spatiotemporal expression variations
BrainEXP provides three types of charts: The Differential expression

analysis, the Gene expression in different brain regions and sexes

shown by boxplot and the Gene expression in different brain regions

and ages demonstrated by scatterplot.

3.2 WGCNA co-expression networks
We applied WGCNA to get the matrix of gene co-expression values.

The results are displayed through four different modes. The first is

the Co-expression gene network. Gene nodes connect if the corre-

sponding genes significantly co-expressed across samples at each

platform. We choose top 10 co-expressed genes ordered by the

adjacency (the higher the absolute adjacency value, the stronger the

connection will be) (see Supplementary Material). Second, the Co-

expression pattern shows the other gene expression levels with the

similar pattern. Next, the Correlation of co-expression genes gives

the correlation coefficients of these 11 genes (top 10 genes plus the

query) displayed by the heat map. Finally, the WGCNA cluster den-

drogram will tell you in which module the query gene is detected

and how many genes are in the same module.

3.3 The advantages of combined datasets
The increase of sample size can improve the statistical power, over-

come the influence of outliers and represent population better. We

test whether a larger dataset can produce more information in the

differential expression analysis and co-expression analysis. In differ-

ential expression analysis, since different datasets have different age

ranges and brain regions, which may affect the results, we analyzed

sex-related genes only. The test dataset chosen from our database

has the same brain region (Hippocampus), platform (HG-U133P)

and age range (22�68 years old). This combined dataset contains 30

(12 and 18) samples. The results showed that 21 sex-related genes

were detected in 30-sample dataset, while zero was detected in either

12- or 18-sample datasets. So, the combined dataset identified more

sex-related genes.

In the WGCNA analysis, larger sample data resulted in more ro-

bust and refined results (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008). In sum-

mary, the combined data are proven valuable in detecting

differential expression and co-expression.

3.4 Future update
The data will be updated as new human brain expression datasets

are available. The datasets involving different cell types will be

included in the future. New functions such as the gene co-expression

in particular brain regions, age stages and sex will be added.
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Fig. 1. The query and search results page. (A) The Search page. (B) The gene

information interface. (C) The Spatiotemporal expression variations interface.

(D) The Gene co-expression results interface
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